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Introduction

Increasing popularity on social networks - 2009

Social Network 
Platform

Nature # Registered Users

LinkedIn Business-focused 30 Million

XING
(de,sw,au)

Business-focused 6 Million

Facebook Friendship-focused 150 Million

StudiVZ
(de,sw,au)

Friendship-focused 10 Million
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Introduction

Personal details publicly available

− A user would fill their personal details when 
registering to a website (real email, education or 
relationships)

− Facebook default setting: A user has access to all of 
their confirmed friends’ personal information (email, 
uploaded images or interests)

− Same pattern followed by LinkedIn
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Introduction

Risks

− Such users are ideal candidates for:

⚫ Impersonation attacks 

− Impersonating another user by using their personal information

⚫ Email spam / phishing

− By including malicious content 

⚫ Brute Forcing passwords

− Speeding up the process by using user’s personal details
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The Problem

How easy it is to implement 
automated impersonation attacks on 

Social Network sites to extract 
massive amounts of personal user 

information
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The Problem

Scenario:

− Attacker picks a victim whose profile details are 
public

− Impersonates victim

⚫ e.g by creating an account with the same picture and 
name

− Adds victim’s friends and now has access to their 
personal information

− Attacker can now send malicious messages to 
victim’s friends or use their data to accomplish the 
aforementioned risks.
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Attacker’s Challenges

Breaking CAPTCHA* 

− Easy to solve by humans, but difficult for a 
computer.

− Noise is added on text and makes it hard for Optical 
Character Recognition techniques to solve it.

→ Prevents automated bots to access and abuse a 

service.

*Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart
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Attacker’s Challenges

Breaking CAPTCHA 

− MeinVZ & StudiVZ:

⚫ Solving a CAPTCHA is required to

create a new account.

− Observations:

⚫ Every CAPTCHA contains 5 letters

⚫ Each letter is written in different font

⚫ Each letter is often tilted, scaled or blurred

⚫ Different background and foreground color for every letter
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Attacker’s Challenges

Solving Captcha - MeinVZ & StudiVZ

− Replace background with white pixels

− Identify connected areas & isolate the single letters

− Discard captcha if isolation groups != 5 (e.g due to 
overlapping letters) and ask for a new one

− Attempt to find the each letter’s fond by comparing it to a set 
of known fonts. 

− If the match is not positive for a letter:

⚫ Generate 6 variations of the unknown letter, by applying different 
filters

⚫ For each variation, run Tesseract OCR techinique

⚫ Match is positive if Tesseract produced at least 3 equal results
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Attacker’s Challenges

Solving Captcha - MeinVZ & StudiVZ

− Can request a new CAPTCHA an arbitrary number 
of times.

− However, only 3 failed attempts allowed.

− Conservative approach:

⚫ Discard all solutions that contain easily confused letters 
by the text recognition process (e.g “S” with “5” or  “I” with 
“1”) and request a new CAPTCHA
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Attacker’s Challenges

Solving Captcha - MeinVZ & StudiVZ

− Results

⚫ Algorithm predicted correctly the unknown captcha text 
88.7% of the time. On the rest 11.3%, user was banned 
after 3 mistakes

⚫ That means, at any given time, the algorithm has a 
99.8% probability to solve the Captcha text, in one of the 
3 attempts.
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Attacker’s Challenges

Solving Captcha - Facebook

− Adapts the reCAPTCHA solution

− Contains words that are are encountered                                   
while digitizing books but were                                                   
given to humans to solve as                                                             
the OCR program was unable to solve them.

− Added noise on words (e.g line across word)

− Advantages:

⚫ We already know an OCR program                                   
already failed to recognize them.

⚫ Contribute in book digitization process
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Attacker’s Challenges

Solving Captcha – Facebook

Process

− Unbend the distorted word to its original shape

− Follow same process used for MeinVZ and StudiVZ

Results

− ReCaptcha is more difficult to break that captcha

− Algorithm predicted correctly the unknown captcha text 14% of the time.

However:

⚫ ReCaptcha is needed only when creating an account and sometimes when 
sending a friend request

⚫ Facebook never banned an account even after submitting thousands of 
wrong answers.

→ Attack is still feasible
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Cloning Attacks

Identify a victim

Create an account 
on same network using 

victim’s name & profile image

Send friend requests 
to victim’s friend list

Victim’s friend accepts 
request from the person

they think they know

Attacker has now 
access to victim’s 

friends’ personal information

Same-Site attack
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Cloning Attacks

Same-Site attack

− Assumption: User will not get suspicious if a friend request is 
coming from a person that is already on their contact list

− Especially in cases where the two people have infrequent 
communication and no relation.

− Attacker can also add a personal message when sending a 
friend request

⚫ e.g “Dear friends, my previous account was hacked. Please add me 
again!”

→ This study does not make use of this approach

− Victims will probably remove the fake friend after a while. 
However, the attacker already had a chance to copy their 
personal information.
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Cloning Attacks
Identify a victim on platform X 

who is not registered 
on another platform Y

Collect as much 
personal information 
as possible of victim

Create account on platform Y 

Send friend request to 
victim’s friends that have 

accounts on both platforms

Attacker has now 
access to victim’s 

friends’ personal information

Cross-Site attack
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Cloning Attacks

Cross-Site attack

− More effective as it is harder for the real owner or the 
owner’s friends to detect the abnormality.

− However, it is more difficult to implement.
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Cloning Attacks

Cross-Site attack – Challenges

⚫ Determine which of the victim’s friends is registered on both the 
original and the new platform with the forged account.

− A simple search of the name on the new platform might return 
multiple results

− Solution: Scoring System

⚫ Compare each search result with the victim’s friend.

⚫ Same education – 2 Pts

⚫ Same company – 2 Pts

⚫ Same country & city – 1 Pt

→ At least  3 points to conclude that the 2 profiles belong to the 

same user.
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Cloning Attacks

Cross-Site attack – Challenges

⚫ Some users do not use the same names for the same type of 
information across different platforms

− e.g “UCY” on one platform and “University of Cyprus” on 
another.

⚫ Solution:

− Perform a Google search. If both terms appear on top 3 
results, then both entries are the same. 
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Evaluation

Experiment #1 – Collect as much public profile information of 
real users

StudiVZ & MeinVZ.

− Easier to break Captchas

− Crawlers were able to collect complete profile information 
from 40.000 profiles per day

XING

− No Captcha protection

− BUT disabled accounts with high request activity

− Crawlers were able to collect complete profile information 
from 2000 with each fake account before being banned
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Evaluation

Experiment #2: Same-Site attack – On real users

Facebook

The fraction of accepted contact requests
(D1..D5 are the forged profiles, and F1..F5 are 
the
fictitious profiles)
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Evaluation

Experiment #2: Same-Site attack – Click through rate

Facebook

Click through rate for messages sent
by forged profiles (D1,..,D5), and fictitious 
profiles
(F1,..,F5)
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Evaluation

Experiment #3: Cross-Site attack

Source SN: XING

Target SN: LinkedIn

Percentage of XING profiles found in
LinkedIn (LP) and the success rate (SR) of 
the contact requests
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Any Questions?
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Introduction

Increasing popularity on social networks - 2013

Social Network 
Platform

Nature # Registered Users

Twitter Post-focused 30 Million

Facebook Friendship-focused 1.5 Billion
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Introduction

RISKS

− Users post or receive messages in the form of wall 
posts, tweets or status updates

− Large user base → Attracts cyber-criminals

− On 2008, 83% users received at least one 
unwanted message

− Increase on large-scale malware, spam or phishing 
campaigns

→ Creation of fake or compromised accounts 
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Introduction

− Fake Account: An account that was created with the 
sole purpose of spreading malicious content

− Compromised Account: An existing legitimate account 
that has been taken over by an attacker, to spread 
malicious content.

⚫ How?

− Phishing scams

⚫ e.g “Visit this link to claim your reward!”

− Cross-site scripting vulnerabilities

⚫ e.g By injecting malicious code on client’s browser

→ A compromised account is more valuable for the attacker

as it is trusted by the owner’s current social network.

→ Easier to become  a victim
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The Problem

The increasing popularity of fake or 
compromised accounts with the 

intent to spread malicious content
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The Solution

A system, called COMPA, that can be 
used by social network operators to 
identify compromised accounts and 
take appropriate counter-measures

e.g By resetting the victims’ passwords
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Core Idea

⚫ Model the regular activities of a user

⚫ If the user’s account gets compromised, it is likely 
there will be a change in the account’s “normal” 
behavior

− e.g If a user submits a post at a time very different from a user’s 
typical behavior, it might indicate a compromise. However this is 
just an indication.

⚫ Collecting statistics to create a profile of a user 

→ Behavioral Profile
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Core Idea
STEPS

1 Construct the behavioral profile of a user, based on 
their history of message posts.

2 Check if a new a message post violates the user’s 
normal behavior

3 Check for a set of similar messages that violate 
their respective profile accounts

4 Flag the account as compromised only if the 
suspicious message also appears on a large 
amount of other accounts
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Behavioral Profile

How is it constructed?

1 Obtain a stream of messages of a user U from a 
social networking site

⚫ Stream of messages: A list of all the messages that the user has 
posted on his profile, in a chronological order. They need to be at 
least 10 to collect enough data

2 Extract a set of feature values for each message

⚫ Features: The time it was posted, the language etc.

3 Create a statistical model to determine if a new 
message falls into the expected user’s behavior.
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Behavioral Profile

Feature Models

⚫ Time (Hour of the day)

− Captures the active period of an account that is more likely to post (e.g at lunch break). If a post is made outside of the 
active period, it is considered suspicious

⚫ Message Source

− The application used to submit the message. e.g iOS, Android or a third party application that the user gave access to 
post.

− If a new application is used to post, it indicates an anomaly

⚫ Message Text Language

− It is expected that a user writes in a few languages (usually 1 or 2).

− A change in the language is an indication of a suspicious change in user activity

− Language can be detected by using a library called libtextcat

⚫ Message Topic

− Usually users have a set of topics that post about

− If the topic of a message is suddenly changed, it is rated as anomalous

− Can be hard to extract the topic of a message but platforms such as Twitter provide the 
message-tagging mechanisms, hashtags, that provide a valuable source of information
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Behavioral Profile

⚫ Links in Messages

− Users often include links on their posts.

− A change on the domain name of a link is considered suspicious

− E.g A user that regularly posts about youtube videos, suddenly starts posting about another website

⚫ Direct User Interaction

− People interact with other users

⚫ Facebook: Posting on other profiles’ wall

⚫ Twitter: Mentioning other users using the “@” character

− A personal interaction history is built over time.

− An anomaly here would be considered if a user starts interacting with people that has never did before.

⚫ Proximity

− It is expected that a user’s friend list in Facebook is consisted of people that are close to them, to 
an extend, e.g at the same school, work, company or city

− If a user started sending or accepting friend requests from people who live on another continent, 
this could be suspicious

− This feature is only useful for ISP providers that know the geo-locations of the users’ IP adresses

− Authors cannot utilize this feature as they don’t have access to such information.
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Detecting Anomalous Messages

1 For each Message Feature calculate its anomaly 
score.

2 Combine the anomaly scores to reach a final 
anomaly score that reflects if the new post is 
different from historic messages used in training 
model.
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Core Idea
STEPS

1 Construct the behavioral profile of a user, based 
on their history of message posts.

2 Check if a new a message post violates the user’s 
normal behavior

3 Check for a set of similar messages that violate 
their respective profile accounts

4 Flag the account as compromised only if the 
suspicious message also appears on a large 
amount of other accounts
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Model Training Example

− M: Feature Model = [ (value, count) ]

− M1: Text Language = [ (English , 10) , (Spanish , 2)]

− M2: TimeOfDay = [(15:00 , 2) , (16:00 , 2), (21:00 , 8)]

− M3: Links = [ (“Youtube.com” , 3) , (Null , 9)]

Mandatory Models

− Contains at least one Feature Model value (e.g Time of the day)

Optional Models

− Does not have to contain a Feature Model Value

Behavioral Profile
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Core Idea
STEPS

1 Construct the behavioral profile of a user, based on 
their history of message posts.

2 Check if a new a message post violates the 
user’s normal behavior

3 Check for a set of similar messages that violate 
their respective profile accounts

4 Flag the account as compromised only if the 
suspicious message also appears on a large 
amount of other accounts
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Evaluating the anomaly of a new message

− A message is considered more anomalous if a Message Feature 
value appears on new post but is not present on the user’s 
training posts, or appears just a few times.

− Anomaly Score: [0,1] 

→ 0: Perfectly Normal  Feature Model Value

→ 1: Highly Anomalous Feature Model value 

− Mandatory Features

⚫ If the Message Feature Value is NOT in any tuple return score 
1 (anomalous)

⚫ If it’s present in a tuple, check the count

− If count >=  return 0 (Normal)

− Otherwise, message is somewhat anomalous

− In this case, return 1 -

Detecting Anomalous MessagesDetecting Anomalous Messages
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Evaluating the anomaly of a new message

− Optional Features

⚫ If the Message Feature Value is present in any tuple return 
score 0 (normal behavior)

⚫ If it’s NOT present in any tuple

− Return 

Detecting Anomalous MessagesDetecting Anomalous Messages
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Model Training Example

− M: Feature Model = [ (value, count) ]

− M1: Text Language = [ (English , 10) , (Spanish , 2)] 

→ Chinese: return 1 (anomaly)

− M2: TimeOfDay = [(15:00 , 2) , (16:00 , 2), (21:00 , 8)]

→ 16:00: return 0.83 1- (2/12)  

− M3: Links = [ (“Youtube.com” , 3) , (Null , 9)]

→ Twitch.com: return 0.75   9/12

− Final Anomaly Score: 1 + 0.83 + 0.75 = 2.58

− Message post is said to violates an account’s behavioral profile if the 
Final Anomaly Score is above a certain value

− Doesn’t mean the account is compromised if a single 
message violates the user’s behavior!

→ Message might reflect a normal change in behavior e.g Stop sharing videos and start 
sharing news from BBC

→ We need to find several other similar messages on other users’ history

Detecting Anomalous MessagesDetecting Anomalous Messages
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Core Idea
STEPS

1 Construct the behavioral profile of a user, based on 
their history of message posts.

2 Check if a new a message post violates the user’s 
normal behavior

3 Check for a set of similar messages that violate 
their respective profile accounts

4 Flag the account as compromised only if the 
suspicious message also appears on a large 
amount of other accounts
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Grouping Similar Messages
STEPS

1 Group the message post that violated a normal behavior 
with other similar ones.

⚫ Content Similarity

− Messages that contain similar texts can be considered 
related and grouped together.

− Using n-gram analysis to determine similarity.

⚫ URL Similarity

− Two messages are considered similar if they both 
contain at least one link to a similar URL.

2 Examine each group. Check if the other similar messages 
also violated the users’ normal behavior.
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Grouping Similar Messages

Violation!

Look for similar 
message posts

User Y: 
“Click 
here to 

learn FB 
tricks!”

User X: 
“Crush your 
FB page by 

clicking 
here!”

User Z: “You can 
learn insights for 

your FB page 
here”!

Suspicious 
Group?

Check if 2/3 > Threshhold where Threashhold = max(0.1, -0.005 * group_size + 0.82)

YES User 
Y

User X

User Z

Compromised!
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Twitter

− Collected 10% of ALL public tweets

⚫ Permission from twitter to fetch 15 million tweets per day

− 20,000 RESTful API calls / hour !

⚫ Collected over 1.4 billion tweets from Twitter’s stream

Facebook

− Does not provide API. 

− Prevents researchers from collecting newer datasets

⚫ Authors collected a dataset from 2009 from a research group

Evaluation
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Evaluation

Evaluation Results for the Text (Twitter and Facebook) and URL (Twitter) Similarity measure

Fake accounts OR just normal user behavior change
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Evaluation

Probability of false positives depending on the amount of historical data on Twitter
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Any Questions?


